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One of the lessons that eBay has learned in recent years is that content is king. To be honest
Some of the most recent developments to encourage user-provided content were: eBay Wiki, eBay

These features have been largely ignored by most eBay users, but they present a powerful oppor

The opportunity that exists in eBay Reviews and Guides is great because it’s a flexible and op

According to eBay’s own definition, Reviews and Guides (which are actually independent section

Note that eBay limits reviews to specific types of products that they list. `Guides’ are short
There are two key ways to benefit from these sections of eBay:
1.Use the free information as a research resource for creating your own information products.
2.Write informative and useful information about the niche that you sell in, and then promote

The first point should be self-evident. Reviews and Guides is a rapidly growing information re

The second area is a little more complex, but don’t be put off, because it represents an outst

1. Have a friend or relative post an objective review of your product. Make sure it’s realisti
2. Write a Top 10 products review for your industry (guess which is No.1?)
3.Write a `white paper’ report about a product that you sell.
4. Write a guide that explains how to use your product.
5. Write a guide that explains unusual uses for your product.
6. Write a guide that explains the pitfalls to look out for in hiring a service you offer.
7. Write a guide that gives tips and advice within some aspect of the niche that you sell in.
8. Write a guide that explains how to replace or repair a product.

Be as creative as you like, and remember that you can include pictures, photos, illustrations,
Also, in preparing your writing, ask yourself what people would be most interested in reading

Obviously, don’t stop after producing your first one, aim to produce a steady stream of review

Both reviews and guides can be voted on by readers, so make sure you keep an eye on that, as y

Please read and re-read the following information so that you fully grasp it. The two most imp

When you create a guide, eBay will help you create a search link by prompting you to enter rel

For example, if you are in a niche selling guitar accessories, you would include words like gu

For example, going back to the example of selling guitar accessories, if your store name was `

This is a very powerful tool because you are now able to influence readers of your guides to v
Tags
The other element of an eBay Guide to give attention to are the tags.

The word `tags’ is simply `eBay speak’ for keywords. Keywords are words or phrases that eBay p

As an example, if your guide was `Tips for Planning the Perfect Hawaii Vacation’, your keyword
Hawaiivacation
Maui
Ohau
Kaui
There’s a balance to be had in how specific your keywords are because you are only allowed to

Finally, as you might imagine, it’s easy to spend hours in these areas of the site, so be care
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